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Helpful Hints tor Homebuilders - Size

Each stand consists of two uprights at least 3 ft. high. A length of upholsterer's webbing or a length of heavy canvas strap is tacked to both uprights so as to form ... 
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Helpful Hints For Homebuilders Our hats are off to the gentlemen who submitted the following helpful hints and we wish that we had enough of those AC Spark Plug



Tips of the Month Certificates to issue to each and every one. We know this additional feature in SPORT AVIATION will be well accepted and of great help to the membership. So, if you have any hints send them in to Headquarters. This month



EAA Individual Achievement Certificates be sent to the following:



will



Rim Kaminskas 482 Patrician Way Monrovia, Calif.



Harrison P. Whittaker 1243 Poplar Ave., SW. Canton, Ohio



Andrew H. Harness



2805 SW. 55th



Dr. Earl T. Johnson P. O. Box 367



Oklahoma City, Okla.



Glendale, Oreg.



Bill Ware, Jr. 422 Wesson St. El Dorado, Ark.



Edward B. Price 19 Orton Rd. West Caldwell, NJ.



Bending Aluminum Sheet By Rim Kaminskas, EAA 3476 482 Patrician Way, Monrovia, Calif.



Bending sheet aluminum for a leading edge of a wing always presents a problem. An easy way to accomplish this is illustrated here. Picture No. 1 shows all that is required . . . three boards and three clamps. Bend the aluminum sheet between the three boards as shown in picture No. 2. Then clamp it as shown in pictures No. 3 and No. 4. Remove the clamps and you will have a perfectly formed leading edge as shown in picture No. 5.



The radius at the bend may be controlled by the thickness of the board in the middle.



All that is needed are three boards and three clamps.



(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)



A Sturdy Wing Stand By Bill Ware, Jr., EAA 3328



422 Wesson St., El Dorado, Ark. While the idea presented here certainly is not original, these wing stands will be found to be very stable, protect the wings, and can be used for different wings regardless of variation in airfoil. There's no telling how many hangars and shops use similar wing sling stands. Each stand consists of two uprights at least 3 ft. high. A length of upholsterer's webbing or a length of heavy canvas strap is tacked to both uprights so as to form a sling. The strap is installed so as not to touch the stand's base. It will adjust automatically to the contours of the wings leading edge . . . again, regardless of what airfoil is used! The uprights are padded in any way possible . . . flattened fire hose, strips of old carpets or rugs, folded rags, etc. The sling stand sketches contain arbitrary dimensions which can be varied to accommodate whatever scrao lumber is available. The builder may use nails, screws and glue as he sees fit. Materials for the sling straps and padding are left to the discretion and ingenuity of the builder. Furniture-type caster wheels may be installed on the floor model "wing sling stand", making it possible to move both wing and stands across the hangar floor without removing the wing from the stands.



V/1MG SUNG, STAND
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Knife Edging of a Paint Job



MASKING TAPE-,



/4REA TO Bt PA\NTED —



By Harrison P. Whittaker, EAA 1089 1243 Poplar Ave., SW., Canton, Ohio



To get that "knife edge" on a paint job when masking between two or more colors, brush a coat of clear dope along the edge of the masking tape before applying the color coat. When the masking tape is removed, a "knife edge" will result between the two color areas.



8K.USH CUEA^R DOPE J WOE A'-OMG ~ METHOD



EU&E OF TAsPE.



FOR. —



KM!FE EO3EL ON A, PAINT JOB
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The Versatile Abrasive Wheel By Dr. Earl T. Johnson, EAA 16252 P. O. Box 367, Glendale, Greg. In the course of several construction kinks encountered in the building of my Jodel D-ll, I have found that the grit abrasive wheel has many uses. It is particularly effective for beveling leading and trailing edges of spars, finishing rough cut spars or cap strips and as a general all-around replacement for a disc sander. Since it has no kerf, an abrasive wheel may be much more accurately set with relatively little effort. It will



produce a finished cut with one pass, will rip or cross saw like a blade and can be used in many other ways that a blade cannot. Called a "Karbo Grit Abrasive Wheel", it can be purchased from Sears and Roebuck in various sizes for about $6.00. I have not noticed mine wearing out, although I suppose that it eventually will. However, so far it has given plenty of use with no



maintenance.
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Tube-Cutting Jig By Andrew H. Harness, EAA 12899 2805 SW. 55th, Oklahoma City, Okla.



tube to a plate edge for securing in a vise as well as to hold the jig together after the miter slots are cut.



A very practical tool cutting jig can be made from a piece of scrap tubing with an inside dimension big enough to swallow the largest tube that might be cut. Weld the -O-



Landing Gear Material gear is SAE 6150, but it is not easy to find. A steel that is satisfactory and readily available is 4140. Both should be heat-treated 400 to 425 Brinnell. We purchase our steel from . . . High Alloy Steel Co., 5100 W. 73rd Street, Chicago 38, 111."



Responding to the many inquiries received in connection with the type of material used in the spring land'.ng gears, we asked Steve Wittman for his advice in this matter, and he replied as follows: "The desirable steel for the Wittman spring landing -0-



Winter Air Vent Covers By Edward B. Price, EAA 21541 19 Orton Rd., West Caldwell, N.J. Whrn installing ihs new windshield on my 1946 Taylorcraft BC-12D which I had just repainted and reassembled, 1 also installed "snap-vents" for ventilation. Now that cold weather is here, I find that too much cold air for the cabin heat to overtake comes in, so I found an answer which I would like to pass along. The "snap-vent" is removed from the 2 in. diameter hole and a small plastic disposable beaker, manufactured by Econo Lab, is pushed into the hole until it is tight. The excess on the inside is removed with a sharp knife



or razor blade. Approximately 1 in. of height was about right. The beakers are tapered and will fit any size near the 2 in. diameter hole in which the "snap-vent" is installed. These plastic beakers are cheap. I also use one on tho fuel tank to keep rain out when the ship is tied down. There is more drag from the plug than there is from the vent, and it can be easily removed when the



vent is required.



The Hugo VPS "Hugocraft", as it will be known, is an



original design biplane based somewhat on the Pitts "Special", but maintaining some of its own unique design features. The upper wing has sweep-back, and spans 17 ft., while the lower wing measures IS ft. The length is 14 ft. 7'/2 in., and the engine is a 65 hp Continental. The biplane is the work of Adolph B. Hugo, Jr., EAA 5404, of 7715 E. 4th St., in Tulsa, Okla. SPORT AVIATION
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Helpful Hints For Homebuilders. Our hats are off to the gentlemen who sub- mitted the following helpful hints and we wish that roe had enough of those AC ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders - Size 

thermometer capillary with a sensing coil (not electrical, but gas and fluid .... a new generator. ... to a Fly-In just to repair cars . . . this we could have done at home ...
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Helpful Hints For Homebuildeis. Our hats arc off to the gentlemen who sub- mitted the following helpful hints and we wish that we had enough of those AC Spark ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

the first time, as all the heads of the nails will b? facing up. ... hammer head so it can be driven straight. A frame can be ... is picked up in both hands, and moved sharply sideways, back and ... tape, beginning at the first hole, drawing it up ti
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

Eddie H. Vung, Jr. 1619 Memory Lane. Alamogordo, N.M.. PLYWOOD COMPOUND CURVES. By W. H. Wilkerson, EAA 14087. 418 S. Merriam, Miles City, Mont.
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Helpful Hints For Homebuilders. Our hats are â€¢'/' to the gentlemen who sub- mitted the following helpful hints and we wish that we had enough of those AC Spark ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

that fine job of pin striping when painting your com- pleted ship. ...... JIM SMITH, Davenport, Iowa . ..... (Reprinted from Darke County, Ohio. Chapter 109 ...
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in. piece of wood, and across the top of the templates I ... Here is an outline of a frame I made to hold the .... Meticulously smooth the wood structure, using.
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1 Mills Crescent. Saskatoon Sask., Canada. Capt. William E. Brown. R. D. 4. Athens, Ohio. PRESSURE GLUING METHOD. By L. J. Weishaar, EAA 9250.
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George Lytle/Royal Oak, Mich. Ed Wegner/Plymouth, Wis. Gerald Miller/Denver, Colo. Don Schmitz/Dayton, Ohio. Pete Rovero/Gardena, Calif. Warren Coe/West ...
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Hints For Homebuilders - Size 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. ^â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢^^â€¢H. STRAP HINGES. BY THOMAS M YOUNG. On my tube and fabric homebuilt I have used strap hinges of my own ...
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Hints for Homebuilders - Size 

friend who has one), you can build one of these in a couple of ... CONSTRUCTION. The tool must fit .... fixed tri-gear design ... an electrical nature. Any hint used ...
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Helpful Hints 

First we remove the fairings and apply a thin layer of selastic on the inside edge of the fairing and make sure that it goes slightly beyond the edge all around so ...
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Helpful Hints 

Any time one of our electric cords on a drop light or electric drill begins to crack the rubber insulation at the plug or appliance end, we merely smear on a little tub.
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Snap-on Hints For Homebuilders - Size 

Aircraft hoses assembled from either Aeroquip 303 hose and 491 fit- tings or Stratoflex 111 hose and 300 fittings require the use of a special mandrel to prevent ...
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Snap-on's Hints For Homebuilders - Size 

Drilling holes through wing spars to bolt wing attach fittings or any other dril- ling operation that requires boring into one hole and precisely coming out another ...
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Roll Cab and KR637 Top Chest being awarded the best entry for the year This award will be presented during the EAA Con- vention beginning in 1989.
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scribed, on a flat surface with a. Blade attach resting points. Â© wedge trimmed to the proper angle, inserted between the blade face and the flat surface, at the ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

EAA 238526. 45550 Pickford Ave. Lancaster, CA 93534. The purpose of this device is to alert the pilot should the alternator or regulator (or pilot) malfunction.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

through the cut out slot in the lead- ing edge of .... a Fluke Model 23-2 Multimeter with Holster from the ... test will run from August through July of ... Vari-Bit Kit).
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Hints For Homebuilders 

Here is a tool I devised during ... ply place the tool against the edge of a piece of aluminum ... The best place to start with a pro- ject like ... SPORT AVIATION 101.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

electric sensor detects exterior daylight, position ... unobstructed approaches with a 3,000 foot (2.000 foot paved) runway and ... the following aid which solved the problem in a matter of minutes. Quite ... any control circuit that might acciden-.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

still functions normally. Once installed, you can be more com ... solid flying skills. So - safe flying! ... to use, works with all kinds of materi- als (not just metals), and ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

integral axle, so I drilled and tapped the tailwheel assembly at the end op- ... help you decide what type of airplane you d enjoy building, and we'll give you the ...
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